At Continental we provide the ideal environment for smart, creative and visionary people to bring their ideas to life – no matter at what stage in their career. It is our reliability based on more than 140 years of success, our diverse portfolio of expertise and your personal contribution that empower us to develop the most innovative mobility solutions. As part of our truly international team, you are given the freedom to act in shaping the future in motion with us.

**Corporate Finance Graduate (Trainee) (m/f)**

**Description**

The program starts on **September 1, 2018** and we are hiring in our headquarters in **Hanover, Germany**.

As a Corporate Finance Graduate, a wide variety of challenging opportunities is waiting for you, which provide you a fast track into the Finance business at Continental. Your individual path is based on your educational background, your individual preferences and our business needs. During the two-year program, you will complete four modules, each six months long, in different Finance functions, locations and divisions, contributing to current finance tasks and projects and building relationships across every line of business. This enables you to enhance both your Finance knowledge and soft skills – to build your own personal network in our company.

**Start Module**

Your first module will be at one of the different Corporate Finance departments, e.g. Accounting, Business Consulting, Controlling or Finance & Treasury. You will be equipped with the necessary knowledge to contribute to the departments’ daily business and projects and learn about their major business processes. The module will be enhanced by soft skill and advanced business trainings.

**Divisional Module**

During the divisional module, you will take over controlling tasks on central divisional or business unit level or you will work in one of the functional Controlling departments. You will be in a broad role with exposure to different levels within the Controlling organization.

**International Module**

The international module will offer you the opportunity to work abroad on Controlling or Accounting functions at plant level or at one of Continental's international Shared Service Centers.

**Focus Module**

The major target of your fourth module is to deepen your insight and knowledge into your future working field either by already working on your upcoming placement or by making a cross step into a related Finance department to broaden your practical experience.

**Requirements**

- Excellent Master degree or MBA in Finance and Controlling, Economics or similar
- First practical experience through internships
- International experience desirable
- Excellent English language skills written and spoken
- Proven planning and organizing skills
- Eagerness to develop and take the initiative
- Passion to work in a multicultural environment
- Flexibility to adapt to different working environments

**What we offer**

- Contribution to challenging Finance topics
- Help to understand the strategic core fields in the finance sector
- Get a good grasp of general finance and plant operations
- Training to enhance your professional knowledge and soft skills
- Opportunity to take first own responsibility
- Chances to work and prove yourself in culturally diverse teams
- Opportunity to build a global network
- Development of your own career in a global company
- Unlimited working contract with work conditions according to local tariff agreements

Are you ready to accelerate your career?

We’re looking forward to your online application. Please attach your cover letter and your CV in English, as well as respective university certificates.

www.careers-continental.com